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WORLD BUSINESS TRENDS

Differing Cyclical Situation
T h i s summer cyclical developments of Western industrial
countries continue to show a
highly diferentiated and partly
hazy picture. On the one hand,
the USA's business revival is
continuing. On the other hand,
in Japan the slackening trend
has not yet been overcome. In
Western Europe the differences
in the cyclical situation are still
very pronounced from country
to country. While in Britain and
Italy the quasi-stagnation has
led to an intensification of economic incentives, in the Federal
Republic restrictions of demand have again been tightened
after the floating of the D-Mark.
Cyclical upward trends are still
strongest in Fran.ce and a few
minor economies.
Worldwide Inflationary Trends

The dampened development
of production since the cyclical
peak in the first half of 1970 has
led to a lessened utilisation of
ressources in most of the West
European economies and Japan.
In the USA the working below

capacity has been overcome to
a small extent only in the course
of the cyclical revival. Nevertheless the strong upward trend
in prices has obviously weakened nowhere. Typical of the inflationary development of the
world economy is the fact that
in 1971 an estimated growth of
the Western industrial nations'
GNP in nominal terms of 9.0 p.c.
is accompanied by a real production increase of only 3.5 p.c.
With that a misproportion similar
to that in the previous year is
indicated when the corresponding rates were 8.0 and 2.5 p.c.,
respectively.
Costs of Living Expanding

Costs of living are certainly
not fully representative of the
overall economic price development, but they are nevertheless
the most comprehensive indicator for price increases,
available in the short run in all
countries and therefore comparable. During the last months
there were often price increases

exceeding by far the level
reached in the Federal Republic,
thus e.g. between 6.5 and 8.0 p.c.
in Switzerland, Sweden, Japan,
Denmark, Norway and the
Netherlands, and even 10 p.c. in
Britain and Spain. Price increases by 5 to 5.5 p.c. registered the Federal Republic, France
and Finland. Thereagainst rates
between 4.0 and 4.5 p.c. as e.g.
in Belgium, Austria, Italy and the
USA appear to be quite moderate
ones. The only industrial country with an even lower price rise
of 2.5 p.c. is Canada.
Producer Prices:
Tendency to Calm Down

In most countries producer
and wholesale prices of semifinished and finished products
were finally 3.0 to 5.0 p.c. above
the previous year's level. Only
in Italy, Canada and Japan these
prices did not climb that much,
but in Austria and Britain they
have risen even more steeply.
In the latter country the price
increase reached 9.0 p.c. in spite
of growing underemployment:
the worst example of stagflation.
In some countries, however, a
certain trend towards declining
price increases in production
and wholesale trade can be
noticed. Due to the exaggerated
effects of semi-finished products
on the indices, world market
trends partly play a certain role.
But in part also the changed
supply-demand situation may
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have caused a greater restraint
of the manufacturers of finished
products.
So far, however, these trends
are not enough pronounced to
reduce apprehensions about an
internationally diffused relaxation of the connections between
cyclical and price developments.
Above all the course of events
in Britain and the USA is disillusioning in this respect. Only

if in other industrial countries
similar experiences could be
avoided they would be enabled
to return to an economic policy
of expansion without neglecting
targets of stabilisation policy. In
spite of the forces originating
from overall economic facts, it
is certainly of major importance
how the representatives of employers and labour utilise their
scope of action with regard to
price and wage formation.

Raw Material Markets
Rubber Prices Declining Again

T h e recovery of world market
prices for natural rubber since
March 1971 has already come
again to a standstill mid-May.
Prices have lately declined considerably because expected additional purchases by the People's Republic of China were
not realised and the US-Government has expressed its intention
to effect sales out of its strategic
reserves on a large scale.
The reasons underlying the
depression on the rubber market
date back to the second half of
1970. At that time it came to
considerable production surpluses. Under these circumstances the revival of demand
for rubber in the USA after the
settlement of the strike in the

automotive industry at the beginning of 1971 and later on the
stockpiling undertaken as a
measure of precaution because
of an imminent strike of the
dockers led to an only moderate
rise of quotations.
But a decisive change in the
rubber market seemed to come
about only in March 1971, when
the Malayan Government was
evidently able to persuade the
People's Republic of China to
the promise to buy in future up
to 250,000 t rubber from Malaya
every year. This opened prospects of reducing quickly the surplus stocks which had been built
up in the course of supporting
purchases. But as China did not
yet increase its rubber purchases

considerably, quotations have
slipped back quickly. The price
slump in the rubber market was
finally reinforced by the decision of the US stockpile
authorities to start immediately
annual sales of 72,000 t of rubber. This decision was very surprising in so far as the USA had
stopped their rubber sales already at a higher price in 1970.
For this reason an improvement of the statistical situation
in favour of the rubber producing nations cannot be expected
soon. World production of natural rubber was again higher in
the first quarter of 1971 than a
year ago. It seems that the announced cut in output becomes
only slowly effective. The increase of rubber consumption
in the USA and in Japan should
be-provided that expansion in
West Europe remains unchanged-very distinct in the course
of the economic recovery if the
extension of supply is to be
surpassed. This alone could induce steady price rises in the
world markets for natural rubber. At any rate, a quick change
of price developments can only
be expected if Red China should,
after all, carry through extensive
purchases.
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